Mobile competition system
for DIVING
The competition system for "Diving" is an example, how electronicand software developments of Sportlicht paired with experience for
many years in diving data service, merges to a modern, high-quality
overall system.

LED Display systems / Electronic development / Sport IT-Service

mobile terminals "wireless JURY 2.4"
Data service software "SL WinDiving"
LED Video Display "SL Indoor P10"
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Judges terminals “wireless JURY 2.4”
This input device for judges scores is durably, simple in operation, light
and without annoying cables. Troublefree operation during the
competition and very fast changes of juries setup between the competitions are possible now. A new, innovative product in the hands of
the international judges.
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fast data transmission by radio in the 2,4 GHz range
in this frequency range world-wide useable
extremely low power consumption - 50 hours of actual working time
displays the dive number, input of scores, acknowledgment of receipt
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Data handling and competition control by "SL WinDiving"
The software for data service and competition control, based on almost
20-years experience in services for national and international diving
championships, offers all-highest working reliability and
functionality.
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conformal to all FINA competition rules
Extensions for special rules of national federations are also possible
InterNet binding for entry lists, dive lists and results
print out of different lists and official protocol
controlling of extensive periphery and information systems
simple, safe and fast operation during the competition

LED display system “Sportlicht INDOOR P10 SMD”
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A modern, full coloured LED video display provides information service at
highest level. The splended text presentation and ideal colour blending,
which is nessesary for result service, is based upen:
10mm real (not virtual) pixel distance,
SMD light-emitting diodes with red, green and blue LED´s,
ideal colour blending already at small viewing distance.
Normal use for result sevice as well as high quality colour graphics and advertising- or live video, all in outstanding quality with up to 50 Mio colours.
1,3m x 1m
max. 0,5 kW
ca. 47 kg
128 x 96
2.000 cd / m²
140 degree

4,9 m²

7,4 m²

2,56m x 1,92m
max. 2 kW
ca. 150 kg
256 x 192
2.000 cd / m²
140 degree

3,84m x 1,92m
max. 2,8 kW
ca. 240 kg
384 x 192
2.000 cd / m²
140 degree
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1,3 m² - mobile
Dimension:
Power consumption:
Weight:
Resolution:
Intensity:
Viewing angle:

Universal information system
With the additional supplied user software for
the scoreboard becomes a medium for
universal information and advertising. It
will also be used in every break or in other
events.
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11 terminals “wireless JURY 2.4” for judges,
Computer and software “SL WinDiving”,
LED Video display “SL Indoor P10”, including
common software for text, graphic and video
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